
Mark schemes

(a)     1.      Large / dense / heavy cells;
2.      Form pellet / move to bottom of tube (when centrifuged);
3.      Liquid / supernatant can be removed.

Must refer to whole cells.
3

1

(b)     Break down cells / cell parts / toxins.

Idea of ‘break down / digestion’ needed, not just damage
1

(c)     1.      To stop / reduce them being damaged / destroyed / killed;

Reject (to stop) bacteria being denatured.

2.      By stomach acid.

Must be in context of stomach.
2

(d)     1.      More cell damage when both present / A;

2.      Some cell damage when either there on their own / some cell damage in B and
C;

MP1 and MP2 − figures given from the graph are insufficient.

3.      Standard deviation does not overlap for A with B and C so
         difference is real;

MP3 and MP4 both aspects needed to gain mark.

4.     Standard deviations do overlap between B and C so no real
        difference.

MP3 and MP4 accept reference to significance / chance for ‘real
difference’

3 max

(e)     1.      Enzyme (a protein) is broken down (so no enzyme activity);

Accept hydrolyse / digested for ‘broken down’.

2.      No toxin (as a result of protein-digesting enzyme activity);

Must be in the correct context.

3.      (So) toxin is protein.

This must be stated, not inferred from use of ‘protein−digesting
enzyme’.

3
[12]
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(a)     1.      Bilayer;

Accept double layer

Accept drawing which shows bilayer

2.      Hydrophobic / fatty acid / lipid (tails) to inside;

3.      Polar / phosphate group / hydrophilic (head) to outside;

2. &  3.  need labels

2. &  3.  accept water loving or hating
2 max

2

(b)     (i)      1.      (Rough endoplasmic reticulum has) ribosomes;

accept “contains / stores”

2.      To make protein (which an enzyme is);

Accept amino acids joined together / (poly)peptide

Reject makes amino acids

Ignore glycoprotein
2

(ii)     (Golgi apparatus) modifies (protein)

OR

packages / put into (Golgi) vesicles

OR

transport to cell surface / vacuole;

Accept protein has sugar added

Reject protein synthesis

Accept lysosome formation
1

[5]

(a)                         QWC

1.      (Phagocyte engulfs) to form vacuole / vesicle / phagosome;

Accept surrounds bacteria with membrane

2.      Lysosome empties contents into vacuole / vesicle / phagosome;

Accept joins / fuses

3.      (Releasing) enzymes that digest / hydrolyse bacteria;

Ignore breakdown / destroy / lytic enzymes
3

3
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(b)     Two suitable structures;;

Examples,

1.      Cell wall;

2.      Capsule / slime layer;

3.      Circular DNA;

Reject “circular chromosome”

4.      Naked DNA / DNA without histones;

5.      Flagellum;

6.      Plasmid;

7.      Pilus;

8.      70s / smaller ribosomes;

9.      Mesosome;
2 max

[5]

(a)     (i)      (Whole-cell vaccine),

Accept converse statements for other vaccine

Reject references to the vaccine being alive or the disease
reproducing etc

1.      Heat(ing) supposed to kill bacteria;

2.      Some might be alive / active / viable;

Accept active pathogens present

3.      (If so) bacteria could reproduce;

4.      Bacterium makes or contains toxin;

5.      Toxin might not be affected / all destroyed by heat;

6.      Bacteria or toxins attacking / killing person’s cells;
3 max

4

(ii)     (Whole-cell vaccine),

Ignore references to more / greater antigens unqualified. It is the
variety of antigens that matters

1.      (Contains) many different / greater range of antigens;

2.      Each antigen causes its own immune response / production of / has a
specific (type of) antibody;

2
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(b)     1.      Only patients who had whooping cough have toxin / antibody /
immune response;

Accept converse e.g. those without antibody had another disease

2.      Toxin is an antigen and is (only) produced by this bacterium;

3.      Leading to presence of specific antibody / only 4% had this antibody / 13% did not
have antibody;

3

(c)     1.      There may not be large rises;

2.      Might be the result of wrong diagnosis / reference to difference in figures / 13%
diagnosed with whooping cough didn’t have it;

Ignore reference to new strains or antigenic variability
2

[10]

(a)     (i)      1.      (Scientists) can‘t show bias / influence / may have a vested
          interest / work for the company developing the vaccine;

Relates to the scientists

2.      (Volunteers) can’t show psychological / mental effects / ‘placebo effect’ /
expectations;

Relates to the volunteers

Accept: reduces the ‘Hawthorne effect’ / demand characteristics

Neutral: so they have no idea what they are taking
2

5
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(ii)     Any two suitable suggestions, eg

Neutral: refs. to age and health

1.      Amount of nicotine in cigarettes;

Neutral: different types of cigarette / different ways / frequency of
smoking

2.      Amount inhaled / absorbed / time since last cigarette;

Neutral: absorption by gut / digestion

Accept: absorption by mouth

3.      (Different) amounts excreted / metabolism / rate of binding (of nicotine) to
protein;

Accept: broken down (differently)

4.      (Different) blood volumes;

Neutral: different body masses

5.      Nicotine from passive smoking / other smokers / other sources;

6.      Some volunteers received the vaccine / placebo;

Accept: some volunteers would have / would not have the
antibodies

2 max

(b)     (i)      1.      Antibodies to nicotine produced / antibodies bind to nicotine;

Q Reject: vaccine contains / produces antibodies

Q Neutral: antibodies digest / kill / fight nicotine

2.      (So) nicotine does not bind to protein / does not reach the brain;

Q Reject: any reference to ‘active site’

Neutral: idea that the antibodies bind to the protein

3.      (So) cigarettes / smoking does not satisfy addiction / reward smokers /
release (reward) chemicals;

3

(ii)     (Agree):

1.      People choose to smoke / know the risks;

2.      Should spend this money on education / preventing people from starting
to smoke / treating other health problems / vaccines are expensive;

(Disagree):

3.      Unethical not to treat;

4.      Less money needed to treat the effects of smoking / cancer / smokers pay
taxes so are entitled to treatment;

3 max
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(c)     1.      High antibody responders have a high % to stop smoking / are more likely to
stop smoking;

‘People producing a high concentration of antibodies’ is equivalent
to ‘high antibody responders’

Accept: reference to values from the table

2.      Only a few may be high antibody responders / no numbers on how many are
high / medium / low antibody responders;

Neutral: not all people are high antibody responders

3.      Percentage who stopped smoking is similar for placebo group and low /
medium responders / some / % of placebo group (still) stopped smoking /
placebo has the lowest value / % to stop smoking;

Accept: reference to values from the table

4.      Large sample size / double blind so reliable / representative;

5.      Antibody levels peak at / drop after 5 months / boosters may be needed at /
after 5 months;

6.      May start smoking again after 5 / 6 months / do not know the percentage who
stopped smoking after 5 / 6 months;

7.      Nicotine is not the only factor responsible for making people smoke;

Must mention nicotine

Do not accept: correlation does not mean causation / could be due
to other factors

5 max
[15]

(a)     Variable that is changed;

Reject ‘the variable that changes’.
1

6

(b)     1.      Idea of a confounding variable;

2.      (So) genetically similar;

2. Do not accept ‘genetically identical / same DNA’.

3.      (So) have similar salt tolerance / response to salt water / response to watering
treatment;

4.      (So) have similar yield / mass of seeds;

Do not accept ‘amount / number of seeds’ or ‘growth rate’.
2 max

(c)     Mitosis;

Ignore cell division
1
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(d)     1.      Irrigation with sea water / C / D increased yield compared with no irrigation / A;

For ‘yield’ accept ‘mass of seed’ throughout.

2.      Yield was lower when irrigated with sea water / C / D compared with fresh water
/ B;

Only penalise once for use of ‘amount / number of seeds’.

3.      Yield was lower when watered with sea water throughout growth and seed
formation / C than when watered with sea water just at seed formation / D;

Accept use of figures from table.

’It’ refers to watering with seawater / mixture.
2 max

(e)     1.      Irrigation with sea water / C / D increases concentration of salt in soil;

Ignore reference to standard deviation / quality of the data.

2.      Lower water potential in the soil linked to reduced uptake of water;

3.      Salt concentration in the soil might / might not increase in the future;

Mark point 3 includes the principle for mark point 1 so mp3 gains 2
marks (for mp1 and mp3)

4.      Might decrease plant growth / yield in the future;

5.      Less food / fewer seeds for future planting;

Mp 3 and 4. Allow ‘further’ for the idea of ‘in the future’.
3 max

[9]

(a)     1.      (Curve for) dog falls rapidly at the start but (curve for) sheep falls
         slowly at first;

Do not allow curve for dog falls more steeply (since from 0.5%
NaCl fall in sheep is just as steep as fall in dog)

2.      Sheep doesn’t fall rapidly until 0.5 (but dog falls rapidly from 0);

3.      (Trend shows that) for any concentration of sodium chloride haemolysis is lower
    in the dog;

The idea of a trend is required. Statement of individual values alone
is insufficient, eg ‘at 0.2, 34% in dog and 98% in sheep’ is
insufficient

Accept dog reaches 0 at lower concentration of sodium chloride
than for sheep / dog reaches 0 at 0.38% compared to 0.84 % in
sheep;

2 max

7

(b)     74 to 76;

Accept a value within this range
1
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(c)     1.      (Red) colour is due to haemoglobin;

Note: a correct response to marking point 2 also scores marking
point 1

2.      The more haemoglobin released the more red the solution;

Need idea of haemoglobin release before giving credit
2

(d)     1.      (Use of 0.9%) will not cause haemolysis in any (of the mammals);

Full credit requires statement of marking point 1 and any approach
from marking point 2

2.      (So) will not kill any of the animals;

or

Only need to use / store / buy one concentration of sodium chloride solution /
cheaper to have one concentration of sodium chloride solution / can buy in
bulk;

or

Anyone can give it / no need to find out what concentration any animal requires;

Different approaches available for this marking point
2 max

[7]

(a)     Answer of 9.09 / 9.1;; = 2 marks

Calculation of the difference in mean time (2) divided by original time (22); = 1 mark

Ignore number of decimal places as long as they are correct
2

8
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(b)     (Yes)

Can mix and match yes or no approach, all 5 responses are
available

(No)

1.      Faster running time after sports drink;

‘Faster running time in group Q’ is insufficient but accept ‘faster
running time in group Q in Race 2’

2.      Mean times given so there will be variation in the group;

3.      No standard deviations to know the spread of the data (about the mean) /
whether they overlap;

Accept ‘no stats analysis’

4.      Improvement in running time only small in both groups / both groups improved
in Race 2;

5.      Did not drink the same volumes;
3 max

(c)     1.      Age;

2.      Gender / sex;

3.      Ethnicity;

4.      Food / fluid intake before the race;

Any fluid / food is included here eg coffee, alcohol

5.      Amount of sleep / rest / exercise before the race;

6.      Reference to one named health factor eg diabetic or non-diabetic, smoker or
non-smoker;

Reference to medication is included here
3 max
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(d)     1.      Sodium ions and glucose absorbed by co-transport;

Only penalise omission of ‘ions’ once in marking points 1, 3, 4
and 5

2.      (Co-transport) via carrier / channel protein;

Accept via symport

Only reward reference to carrier / channel proteins in the context of
co-transport

3.      Sodium ions removed (from epithelial cell) by active transport into blood;

4.      Maintains low concentration of sodium ions (in epithelial cell) / maintains
sodium ion concentration gradient (between small intestine and epithelial cell);

Principle: marking points 3, 5, and 6 require consideration of ‘what
moves’, ‘where it moves to’ and ‘how it moves’ to achieve credit

5.      Sodium ions enter epithelial cells by facilitated diffusion taking glucose with
them (from small intestine);

Reference to diffuse / diffusion for movement is required.
Accept facilitated diffusion

6.      Glucose moved by facilitated diffusion into blood (from epithelial cells);
4 max

[12]

(a)     1.       A: phospholipid (layer);

1. Reject hydrophobic / hydrophilic phospholipid

2.      B: pore / channel / pump / carrier / transmembrane / intrinsic / transport protein;

2. Ignore unqualified reference to protein
2

9

(b)     (i)      Condensation (reaction);
1
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(ii)     Organelle named; Function in protein production / secretion;

Function must be for organelle named

Incorrect organelle = 0

eg

1.      Golgi (apparatus);

1. Accept smooth endoplasmic reticulum

2.      Package / process proteins;

OR

3.      Rough endoplasmic reticulum / ribosomes;

3. Accept alternative correct functions of rough endoplasmic
reticulum. ER / RER is insufficient

3. Accept folding polypeptide / protein

4.      Make polypeptide / protein / forming peptide bonds;

OR

5.      Mitochondria;

6.      Release of energy / make ATP;

6. Reject produce / make energy

6. Accept produce energy in the form of ATP

OR

7.      Vesicles;

8.      Secretion / transport of protein;
2

[5]

(a)     (i)      Substance that causes an immune response / production of antibodies;

Ignore foreign / non-self
1

10

(ii)     1.      Not lipid soluble;

2.      Too large (to diffuse through the membrane);

3.      Antigens do not have the complementary shape / cannot bind to receptor
/ channel / carrier proteins (in membranes of other epithelial cells);

2 max
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(b)     1.      (Vaccine contains) antigen / attenuated / dead pathogen;

1. Reject if in context of injection of vaccine

2.       T-cells activate B-cells;

3.       B-cells divide / form clone / undergo mitosis;

4.      Plasma cells produce antibodies;

5.      Memory cells produced meaning more antibodies / antibodies produced faster
in secondary response / on reinfection;

5
[8]

(a)     (i)      Centromere;

Accept: if phonetically correct

Reject: centriole
1

11

(ii)     1.      Holds chromatids together;

2.      Attaches (chromatids) to spindle;

3.      (Allows) chromatids to be separated / move to (opposite) poles /
(centromere) divides / splits at metaphase / anaphase;

3. Q Neutral: chromosomes or chromatids split / halved / divided

3. Reject: reference to homologous chromosomes being separated

Accept ‘chromosomes’ instead of ‘chromatids’

Ignore incorrect names for X
2 max

(iii)    (Homologous chromosomes) carry different alleles;

Accept alternative descriptions for ‘alleles’ eg different forms of a
gene / different base sequences

Neutral: reference to maternal and paternal chromosomes
1
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(b)     (i)      (In Figure 2)

1.      Chromatids have separated (during anaphase);

1. Q Neutral: split / halved / divided

1. Reject: reference to homologous chromosomes
being separated

or

2.      Chromatids have not replicated;

1. & 2. Accept ‘chromosomes’ instead of ‘chromatids’

or

3.      Chromosomes formed from only one chromatid;

Accept converse arguments for Figure 1

Ignore references to the cell not dividing as in the question stem

Ignore: named phases
1 max

(ii)     1.      Three chromosomes;

Ignore shading

2.      One from each homologous pair;

Only one mark for three chromosomes shown as pairs of
chromatids

2

(iii)    Crossing over / alleles exchanged between chromosomes or chromatids /
chiasmata formation / genetic recombination;

Accept: description of crossing over eg sections of chromatids
break and rejoin

Neutral: random fertilisation

Reject: reference to sister chromatids

Q Neutral: genes exchanged

Neutral: mutation
1

[8]
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1.M        Membrane function as selectively permeable barrier

1.T        Transport mechanisms across membranes

1.CT     Absorption and co-transport of sodium ions and glucose

2.P        Photosynthesis, chloroplast, thylakoids

2.R        Respiration, mitochondrion and cristae.

2.Ps       Protein secretion, RER, SER and Golgi

3.A        Surface receptors / antigen and immune response

3.CD     Cell division

3.B        Vertical and horizontal transmission − membranes and bacteria

3.Pc       Pacinian corpuscle

4.Tr       Tropisms − movement of IAA

4.N        Nerve impulses / action potentials

4.S        Synaptic transmission

4.Mc      Muscle contraction, calcium ion movement / storage

4.H        Hormones - eg Blood glucose regulation − insulin and glucagon

4.O        Osmosis, including water movement in plants

Examiners are free to select other letters if they wish

The emphasis in answers should be on the involvement of
membranes in processes, not just the processes themselves

Breadth, one mark for use of an example from each of the following
approaches:

1. Membranes − basic functions
2. Organelle membranes

3. Cell surface membranes

4. Processes − eg protein secretion, synaptic transmission, cell
division

[25]

12
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FOR

1.      (If the husband smokes) there’s a greater risk of dying from lung cancer / emphysema
/ cervical cancer;

2.      The more the husband smokes, the greater the risk of dying from lung cancer /
emphysema;

3.      Suitable use of figures from the table to illustrate answer;

13

AGAINST

4.      Little difference in risk of dying of stomach / heart disease;

5.      Other factor (than husband smoking) / named factor might cause death;

6.      Only one sample / further studies needed;
4 max

[4]

(a)     (i)      (Aerobic) respiration;

Accept ATP production / energy release

Reject anaerobic respiration

Reject energy production
1

14

(ii)     Golgi (apparatus / body);

Ignore smooth ER
1

(b)     (‘It’ = Optical microscope)

Ignore reference to magnification

1.      Has low resolution / not high enough resolution;

Accept converse relating to EM

2.      (Because) wavelength of light not short enough / too long;

Accept larger wavelength

Accept statements that microscopes have a wavelength
2

[4]
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(a)     1.      (Phosphate) changes shape of TK / changes shape of enzyme /
changes the active site;

It = phosphate

Accept ‘alters’ for changes

Reject that phosphate is an inhibitor

Accept adding energy / affecting charged / affects polar groups (on
amino acids)

2.      Active site forms / becomes the right shape / can bind to substrate /
complementary to substrate / E-S complex can form;

Reject similar / same shape as substrate
2

15

(b)     1.      Faulty TK has functional active site without phosphate;

Accept ‘works without phosphate’

2.      (So, faulty) TK functional all the time / TK not controlled (by phosphate);
2

(c)     1.      Non-competitive inhibitor / binds to site other than active site;

Accept allosteric site

Do not accept ‘changes shape’ unqualified

2.      Causes TK to be in non-functional form / active site not formed / wrong shape /
E-S complex not formed;

3.      So, (uncontrolled) cell division stopped / slowed / controlled;
2 max

[6]
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